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I really would like to stay longer in this camp! I had a great time here at
Andenes!

”
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Introduction
European Space Camp 2010 was the latest in an extremely successful line of camps - the 15th
consecutive annual summer camp to be held at Andøya. The camp is well established at this point and
we can take advantage of years of experience. Nevertheless we strive to not only maintain, but to improve the camp - as our slogan says: the sky is not the limit... it’s where the fun begins!
The talented staff and lecturers combined with the unique location at Andøya Rocket Range show that
learning can be both challenging and engaging at the same time. The participants’ direct involvement in
the rocket campaign enables the students to apply the theory to exciting problems. The diversity of the
participants (new countries this year were Romania and Bulgaria), coupled with their enthusiasm and
brilliance create a myriad of challenges, rewards and joy when working in groups and spending time
together outside the busy schedule. The end result is an unforgettable week of science, technology and
fun.
It takes a huge amount of effort from a lot of people, both volunteers and professionals, to organise
ESC. We are very fortunate to have the Norwegian Centre for Space-related Education (NAROM) as
partners - they have the expertise necessary for a high academic level as well as extensive experience
with organising camps. Loyal sponsors and scholarship organisations have made the funding situation
quite stable over the last few years, but rising costs present a challenge for the future.
Stian Kristoffersen
Head of Team Space Camp
Norwegian Association of Young Scientists
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About
European Space Camp was first organised in 1996. It started out as a Nordic camp, but over the years it has
evolved into an international event. A total of 22 countries from four continents have been represented at
the camp. The camp’s main purpose has always been to promote science, both as a field to study and to
work in. To achieve this we focus on three things: theory, practice and social activities. Our alumni record
shows that many of our previous participants go on to study science, engineering and medicine.
European Space Camp is organised by the Norwegian Association of Young Scientists and the Norwegian
Centre for Space Related Education in co-operation with Andøya Rocket Range, the Norwegian Space
Centre and the European Space Agency (ESA).

Norwegian Association of Young Scientists

The Norwegian Association of Young Scientist (Forbundet Unge Forskere) is a non-profit organisation that
works to promote an interest for science among young people. The association is currently organising
European Space Camp, but has previously organised other camps like CyberCamp and BioMed Camp.

National Centre for Space Related Education (NAROM)

NAROM is a subsidiary of Andøya Rocket Range. Its main purpose is to increase the national recruitment to space related subjects. Its role is becoming
increasingly relevant in Norway, where the space industry is steadily growing
and in need of bright minds. NAROM organises several courses and events for
youths, students and teachers. Its main responsibility in organising European
Space Camp is to handle the scientific and academic part of the camp.

Andøya Rocket Range

Andøya Rocket Range is a non-military rocket range with decades of
experience in launching sounding rockets for atmospheric research. The range
also has advanced facilities for ground-based experiments using lidars and
radars.
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Team Space Camp
Team Space Camp consists entirely of students that have been participants at ESC. The work is on a
volunteer basis. By selecting previous participants we ensure steady recruitment as well as getting
motivated people who are committed to further development of the camp. Among the Team’s
responsibilities are funding, promotion, recruitment, selection of participants, the non-scientific part of
the program at the camp as well as making the camp a memorable event for the participants. The 2010
line-up consisted of Stian Kristoffersen, leader, Anders Strand, Salomé Matos and our new trainees from
ESC 2009: Kjetil Aasen, Frida Vestnes and Kine Hansvold.
The Team’s focus in 2011 will, in addition to the usual tasks, will be to develop new internal tools to
improve efficiency and thus enabling the Team to add further value to the camp. Maria Råken and Rohan
Sheth joined Team Space Camp as new trainees after attending ESC 2010.
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accounts 2010
We would like to thank the following companies as well as our Scholarship Partners for supporting us
financially in 2010:
FINANCING (in NOK)
Andøya Rocket Range
Norwegian Defence Research Establishment
Norwegian Space Centre
Naturfagsenteret
Nammo Raufoss AS
Fugro Seastar AS
University of Tromsø
Høgskolen i Narvik
Scholarship fees
Transfer from contingency fund
SUM FINANCING

Financial support
30 000
65 000
85 000
30 000
10 000
15 000
10 000
5 000
146 612
4 015
400 627

In addition we would like to thank the Norwegian Centre for Space-related Education for providing
services worth NOK 250 000 and Whalesafari Andenes for the fare reduction of NOK 13 760.
The Norwegian Association of Young Scientists contributed approximately 3500 hours of labour. At
NOK 150 an hour, the value would be NOK 525 000. This brings the total value of the camp, both
financial support and services included, up to NOK 1.2 Million. This does not, however, include the
vital contributions from our lecturers, for which we are very grateful.
EXPENSES (in NOK)
Course materials
Balloon operation (balloon, payload, operation)
Rocket campaign (rocket, payload, safety notifications, operation)
Lodging and all meals for students, lecturers and Team
Travel expenses, lecturers and group leaders
Transportation at Andøya (students and team)
Scientific assistance
Other expenses NAROM (unforeseen expenses, social events, insurance)
Whale safari
Space Camp jackets and t-shirts
Equipment
Team expenses (2)
Travel expenses, Team
Office expenses(1)
Postage
Other expenses Team (including unforeseen expenses)
SUM EXPENSES
(1): Internet connection, stationary, bank fees, Space Camp DVDs and annual reports)
(2): meals for the team during workshops.
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3 800
3 400
55 750
193 845
12 760
7 127
12 371
33 154
12 800
12 280
150
3 537
34 041
13 626
1 836
150
400 627
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budget 2011
EXPENSES (in NOK)
Course materials
Balloon operation (balloon, payload, operation)
Rocket campaign (rocket, payload, safety notifications, operation)
Lodging and all meals for students, lecturers and Team
Travel expenses, lecturers and group leaders
Transportation at Andøya
Scientific assistance
Other expenses NAROM (unforeseen expenses, social events, insurance)
Whale safari
Space Camp jackets
Equipment
Team expenses(2)
Travel expenses, Team
Office expenses(1)
Postage
Other expenses Team (including unforeseen expenses)
SUM EXPENSES

3 800
4 100
71 250
213 120
10 000
6 750
13 004
34 151
13 000
15 000
1 500
8 000
39 000
17 000
3 000
1 500
454 175

(1): Internet connection, stationary, bank fees, Space Camp DVDs and annual reports.
(2): meals for the team during workshops.
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Press Clippings
This year European Space Camp was presented in local newspapers in Norway as well as on websites
both in Norway and abroad. NTNU had their scholars submit a video diary from the camp on Bambuser, a
website for sharing video content.
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ESC 2010 memoirs
25 excited students from six different countries, a selection of Europe’s best lecturers in science, a
beautiful island in the north of Norway – this had to be the perfect week.
Filled with enthusiasm I applied for European Space Camp 2010, eager and hoping to be selected as one
of the 25 participants from all over the world to join the camp. I was really tempted by the feeling of
working as a real scientist with professional equipment and fortunately the feeling was about to come
true a few months later.
On the very first day of European Space Camp, the participants arrived one by one from the six different
countries that were represented at this year’s camp. Some had travelled all the way from southern Europe, whilst a few lived just an hour away. Despite the fact that no one knew each other, it quickly turned
out that all the participants were outgoing and eager to create new friendships. Therefore, we all gathered in the basement room, were we played poker and various other games, and it turned out that we
had some really talented musicians among us this year. Afterwards, several of the toughest participants
ran into the cold ocean, whilst others were content with taking pictures of the international participants
who did not know that the Arctic Ocean was that cold! Luckily, we could defrost our bodies in the warm
sauna before we went to bed the first bright summer night at Andøya Rocket Range.
Monday morning started out with the daily morning gym. A quick run and a couple of games woke most
of us up before breakfast, although a few lazybones were exceptionally good at making excuses to skip
the early activities. Afterwards, we went on to get a detailed presentation of the rocket range, followed
up with a formal opening of the camp by a representative from the Norwegian parliament, where Rohan,
one of the British participants, and I proudly held the symbolic red band. As the day continued, the activities began in earnest. We headed for a trip to the research centre ALOMAR, but due to the foul weather
we reached the centre by walking instead of climbing. The day ended up with lectures in aerodynamics
and rocket trajectories, held by the inspiring engineer and specialist in rocket technology, Jan-Erik Rønningen.

As we started to improve our knowledge of rocket technology, we became more and more
eager to divide into the definite groups. I became a part of the Rocket Payload Assembly group, whose
responsibilities included making the instruments and sensors to be placed in the payload during flight.
As the payload group were making important preparations such as balancing and spin testing the
payload, other groups were taking care of the system design, experimental instrumentation, the rocket
telemetry and the rocket physics. Simultaneously, all the groups were cooperating to make the preparations
complete.
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ESC 2010 memoirs
In addition to the daily group work, we had lots of social activities as well as instructive lectures. Tuesday
morning for instance, opened with an intriguing lecture held by Egil Lillestøl from CERN and the University
of Bergen. He mainly focused on the global energy situation, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) and how to
find solutions to the global energy crisis by using a nuclear reactor based on thorium. Other interesting
subjects that we were lectured in, included the plasma universe, the aurora in science, Norwegian space
activities and ESA’s work in space. Some of the lecturers also supplemented the theory with fascinating
hands-on activities, such as studying a marshmallow in a self-made vacuum!

The most thrilling, exhilarating and exciting day was of course launch day. The rocket was named “Ostehøvel 1,” as this was a fairly tough name for all the international participants to pronounce. After an intensive
five-day preparation period, we were all in our definite positions as the camp was about to culminate in a
breathtakingly awesome launch. The whole launch was perfectly organised and the results were as follows:
the rocket reached an altitude of 8.5 km. and a velocity of approximately 1000 m/s.
We all felt as real rocket scientists, as we actually built and successfully launched a sounding rocket in such
a short period of time!
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ESC 2010 Memoirs
However, European Space Camp is not only about physics, mathematics and rocket science. During
the week we took part in different social activities, like a thrilling paintball fight, whale safari and
daily baths under the midnight sun. Simultaneously, the team videotaped intermittently throughout the
activities, and provided future embarrassment opportunities whilst the participants dancing and sang with
abandon!
The intensive one week enrichment at Andøya Rocket Range, truly broadened my understanding of
space-related science and how to exploit the knowledge we have already possessed after instruction
from highly skilled team leaders and lecturers. As the program not only included theoretical work,
but also hands-on activities related to the lectures, we obtained a clearer impression of the space
industry. The week at ARR was a unique experience, which for me became a turning point in my course of
education.
Last, but certainly not least, we all learnt how to use our creativity, through building some paper rockets
on our own, whilst also learning how to cooperate in international teams. Surrounded by an excellent
crowd of 24 youths who all shared the same passion for science and technology, and the opportunity
to meet and speak to space industry professionals, I gained valuable experience and knowledge from
which I have truly benefited.
For now all that remains is for me to thank Andøya Rocket Range and the organisers for an unforgettable
week.
Sincerly,
Maria Råken
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EXPLORE

“

The time at the ESC 2010 is a
time I will remember forever.

COOPERATE

“

I have learned more here in nine days than I have at two years
at school. I would come here every year if I could.

”

”

LEARN
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